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Until almost dare I did not think it would be poseible to hpld a leg in the 
air and type because I'd been using a barstool that was too high. If this kitchen 
stepatool permits the same lack of discomfort I'll get much more done today. 

Th.: time for response to my C.A. 1448-75, for the two complete and one partial 
executive session transcripts hag about expired. I asked Lesar if he would agree to 
my writing Rhoads along the line of the attached and to the proposal that follows. 
He did. 

So, anticipetine t.a) possibilities, I spoke to Crewdson, whooe agreement 
4* have. 

One possibility is that the feds will decide not to riaIj suit where their real 
reasons for withholding are spurious. The other is that they'll leak in advance to 
ono who will angle their .ay. They've done this more than once. 

I proposed to Crewdson that if 1  am given any or all of these transcripts 
I'll give them all awa3. immediately. Without having time to read them. Cold. I'll 
go to whatever place he and those with whom he would work select. I suggested one 
with xeroxing facilities. "e agreed. I said 1  preferred that all interested reporters 
have equal access if desired by any and he also agreed. 

Be is working an a Noifsenko story. I am sure that at least one session was on 
"osenko, perhaps more than one part. He is sort of captive 0 his sources, who are 
rrti prim. I haven't arEued with him. I have given him to understand his sources are 
not entirely detached. es of Tuesday I expect him to go ahead with a story that 
serves spook interests. I content myself with giving hie to understand his angle is 
not solid if his sources appear to be. I also think his sources are fashionine 
a self-hoisting petard. 

He will be saying that the counter-intelligence units of both Cie and 1:TI 
did not trust Nosenko and did not tell the Warren Commission this. 

He does not have all the relevant files. "ono say this. His sources do. 

cif what was checked out there is nothing Noseneo laid, including what was 
not believed, that did net stack. OblivtouslY there is no way of checking his repres-
entatiou of KGB files. Mut there are ways of checking his reprosentatioae. All those 
not included in the official eork of which I haven copies and drewdson does not do 
hold up, solidly. 

I nterosting situation. The feds are screwing the pre:3s again. 

It appears toe ee the situation has changed enough for the press not to like it. 

Waldron suggested the enclosed letter to Redrick Smith. I dictated it to ail 
with frequent phons interruptions. Hope it 13 comprehensible. I take it the previously 
unidentified editor who wants the thing to come apart is Smith. I've never spoken 
to him. 

If there is federal hankzepaaky if it does chose to leak thee? TOP SECRET 
Pages denied me, there is now an advance press awareness. There can t be copies 
in many files. Archives, CIA, maybe 1111/DJ. 

Without specifying or being asked for seecifics I told Crowdson that the Times 
has been used this way before. 

The last of the phone calls told me I may gat nooks sooner than premised. 

Beat, 


